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Every album and every song ever released by the Beatles?from "Please Please Me" (U.S. 1963) to

"The Long and Winding Road" (U.S. 1970) is dissected, discussed, and analyzed by two music

historians in this lively and fully illustrated work.  All the Songs delves deep into the history and

origins of the Beatles and their music. This first-of-its-kind book draws upon decades of research, as

music historians Margotin and Guesdon recount the circumstances that led to the composition of

every song, the recording process, and the instruments used.  Here, we learn that one of John

Lennon's favorite guitars was a 1958 Rickenbacker 325 Capri, which he bought for Ã‚Â£100 in

1960 in Hamburg, Germany. We also learn that "Love Me Do," recorded in Abbey Road Studios in

September 1962, took 18 takes to get right, even though it was one of the first songs John and Paul

ever wrote together. And the authors reveal that when the Beatles performed "I Want to Hold Your

Hand" on The Ed Sullivan Show in 1964, John's microphone wasn't turned on, so viewers heard

only Paul singing.  The hundreds of photographs throughout the book include rare black-and-white

publicity stills, images of Beatles instruments, and engaging shots of the musicians in-studio.  All the

Songs is the must-have Beatles book for the any true Beatles fan.
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*Starred Review* This hefty gem of a book catalogs every recording released by the Beatles, in

chronological order of album release. The Beatles were early adopters of available technology and

were known for using innovative techniques, and this book admirably captures the recording



process of their English catalog, including all the singles and studio albums. Each song gets a

minimum two-page spread, featuring the credits for the recording, a section on the genesis of the

song, a narrative on the production, and a paragraph on technical details. While the bulk of the

material is not new information, Guesdon and Margotin have done extensive research. They know

their stuff (Guesdon is a musician; Margotin, a music critic), and it showsÃ¢â‚¬â€•especially in the

Production and Technical Details sections, where the type of equipment is named and described,

recording speeds are discussed, and there is much talk of the number of takes each song required

and why. Footnotes are found in each entry. Side boxes of trivia (For Beatles Fanatics) are posted

throughout, letting readers in on such trivia as If you listen carefully, you can make out an extra

voice in the solo part at exactly 1:32 on Any Time at All. Large-scale black-and-white photos

abound, with color shots popping up as well. A short glossary of technical and musical terms, an

index of albums and songs, a list of release dates, and a general index round out the

work.Comprehensive and entertaining, this is a good reference source of music trivia and a must for

the circulating collections of most public and academic libraries. Beatles fans will be clamoring for

this one. --Rebecca Vnuk

A perfect giftt for the Fab-Four fanaticÃ¢â‚¬â€¢The NationEverybody has a Beatles fan in their life,

and you'll make them very happy if you give them a copy of All the Songs: The Story Behind Every

Beatles ReleaseÃ¢â‚¬â€¢SPIN

What I mean is, that this massive (heavy!) book takes the "greatest bits of info" from the Lewisohn,

Babiuk, Ryan/Kehew books, as well as previously published interviews by the Beatles and

associates, recording anomalies (readily available on several internet sites) and puts them together

under one cover (primary songwriter, instrument/vocal credit, dates/mixing/studio location and

personnel, specific instruments used, the Anthology series audio material and additional

background info). The authors DO give credit to these various sources whenever necessary and

present it in a well-organized format. You will not see photos of the EMI recording boxes nor photos

of every single instrument used, however there is certainly enough visual material to make the book

a valuable tool covering the studio career of the Beatles. I also give them credit for the using "?"

when information has not been 100% verified (i.e. who actually played the 12-string part on "Every

Little Thing"). I appreciate this "when in doubt..." approach.I'd really give this book 4-1/2 stars, but

not 5, due to the fact that the previously published books (mentioned above) contained much of this

info. What I WILL say, is that this will now by my main go-to source for the the Beatles studio



session information. It also stands on its own and is well-written. It's now a matter of justifying the

price, but I have no regrets purchasing this book.

Holy moly! This is 670+ pages of Beatles goodness!First note: do not expect lyrics to the songs.

This book does not contain them. I would guess there are probably complex copyright issues with

the lyrics and rather than the publisher dealing with tedious and expensive legal spelunking, they

opted to omit. Instead just google the lyrics - they are easily found online. Or many Beatles album

jackets have the lyrics (I have all the albums on original vinyl, so many have the lyrics - not sure

about CDs and recent releases).The book does contain hundreds of amazing photos - awesome for

fans! There are also oodles of trivia tidbits!Each song has a page (or more) devoted to it - basically

the story behind the song - why they wrote it, who actually wrote it (most were credited to

Lennon/McCartney but were often not written by both).The book is laid out chronologically, so it

really makes sense and it is easy to locate specific songs and albums.I recommend this book for

any fan of the Beatles. I consider myself a pretty avid fan and this book contains a LOT of great

content I didn't even know!

This book is larger than I thought it would be. It is very thick...like an old-school dictionary. The

photos are very good and the print is easy to read. I have four other Beatle books that contain

photos. This book contains a lot of photos that I've never seen before.I was too young to absorb and

appreciate the years of Beatlemania. But around 1966, I became interested in music and the

Beatles have been my favorite group ever since. For many years, I assumed that George Harrison

played all the lead guitar parts, and John played all the rhythm parts. I also assumed that Paul

played the bass and piano "only". As time went on, I learned that Paul would sometimes re-do

George's guitar work, or Paul would contribute his own guitar parts to a song. Also, Paul played the

drums on a few songs. In the song, "You Can't Do That", I love the guitar solo. I was thinking that

the solo was one of the best that George had ever played. Yet, "it didn't sound like George". In

reading this book, I learned that John Lennon played the guitar solo in that song. Did any of us know

that John could play "like that"? I didn't, until I read this book. For every song, the book lists: who

played piano; who played drums; who played acoustic guitar; who played electric guitar; who played

bass, etc., etc. Yet, it doesn't always specify who played the guitar solo, or who played the piano

solo. But, because you are told who played each instrument, you should be able to figure out "who

played what" in each song. I have about 5 Beatle books and this one has become my favorite. I am

not much of a reader. But, this book is a great read. I'm glad I bought it.



I bought this for a gift for someone else, but couldn't help but look through it before I gifted it. The

photos are great. Many I have never seen before. It's interesting to have as a resource for knowing

what was behind the scenes for each song. So interesting to try to get into their heads and see what

the inspiration for a song was and who wrote it and why. For some songs there was a lot of info and

others not as much, but all in all there is so much info here. Who cares if there is a few bits and

pieces here and there which aren't 100% accurate. (as reported by other reviewers) There is so

much here that this can hardly matter much at all. Just enjoy the pictures and the stories!

Unbelievable book. I absolutely dug this one. Every song, every recording original compositions and

covers are detailed here and every one has a for Beatles fanatic side note included. There are

many footnotes that refer to where the information came from . It has sparked my interest and I'm

finding myself ordering some of the books it uses as references. I love the fact that it gets most of

the information from the Beatles themselves. Its fun to see that they often have conflicting

recollections but the author has done his part to present the most likely here due to extensive cross

referencing. A absolute must fot
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